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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure will slowly build eastwards today and tomorrow across the Gulf of Mexico bringing rather benign conditions to 
the region. As this occurs light and variable winds in the western Gulf will slowly shift eastwards to the central and eventually 
eastern Gulf as the ridge builds eastwards. As we get into Wednesday winds will become southeasterly across the western 
Gulf and increase to moderate to fresh speeds as the pressure gradient begins to tighten between the ridge and a cold front in 
the Plains. Smooth to slight seas across the Gulf are then forecast to build to moderate levels across the western Gulf as the 
winds increase with smooth to slight seas persisting across the central and eastern Gulf. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As we get into Thursday and Friday winds will become southeast to easterly at moderate to fresh speeds across the entire 
Gulf of Mexico occasionally reaching strong speeds in the western Gulf as the aforementioned cold front continues to 
approach the area. Seas will continue to remain at slight to moderate levels across the entire region during this timeframe. As 
we get into Friday night and Saturday this cold front will sweep southeastwards across the Gulf of Mexico shifting the winds 
behind the front to a northwest to northerly direction at fresh to strong speeds with seas possibly building to rough levels 
behind the front as well.  Rain and thunderstorms will also likely be found near and along this frontal boundary Friday night
and Saturday. This frontal boundary will exit the region by Sunday and high pressure ridging will once again build into the Gulf
bringing benign weather through Tuesday before the next cold front begins to approach from the west. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart
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